
We all know a Chromebook is "just" a smart, fast laptop, but where the heck is CAPS 
lock?!? In this Scavenger Hunt style online course, you'll find out how to use all of the 
unique features of the Chromebook that you might be missing now. Be prepared to 
learn new things as you uncover the secrets of your Chromebook during the 
interactive Chromebook Scavenger Hunt!

Educators of ALL LEVELS that use or have 
students that use a Chromebook.
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friEdTechnology is an Official 
Google PD Partner Company

Campus or District cohort courses are available to schools purchasing at least 30 seats so that 
school or district administrators can log in as Course Guides to monitor progress and 

completion. Discount pricing available for bulk orders for any district. 
Contact us at information@friedtechnology.com 

LEARN MORE: fried.tech/ChromeHunt 

Challenge 1: Explore the basics of using the Chromebook including what you can and can’t do. Most 
importantly, you learn where the CAPS LOCK is along with a few other mind-blowing features.

Challenge 2: We begin this challenge with a tour of the desktop and then show you how to customize 
yours. We finish up with a few pictures and videos courtesy of your Chromebook.

Challenge 3: Everyone loves saving time, right?! In this lesson we hunt for all of the basic, and not so 
basic, keyboard shortcuts. 

Challenge 4: Using the Chrome browser is a must, so this lesson covers skills like pinning tabs,  
bookmarking, locating your missing toolbar and splitting your screen.

Challenge 5: Saving work isn’t complicated, you just need to know WHEN to save and WHERE to save. 
We make sure you have mastered it in this final challenge!

Chromebooks are simple and secure. This 
shareable device helps students and teacher 
collaborate & create. Chromebooks are 
computers that anyone can use to access 
apps, extensions, and the Internet. Google 
delivers automatic updates and security so 
your device continues to improve after you 
purchase it.

https://fried.tech/ChromeHunt

